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Compliant surfaces 



Looking for “special things” in flows 
using optimization 



Flow and wall dynamics

!: wall displacement:  

Boundary conditions:

!: wall displacement:  !: wall displacement:  !: wall displacement:  

Navier-Stokes, linearized 
about Poiseuille U:

mass, 
acceleration

Damping

Tension T, rigidity 
B, spring stiffness 

K
Forcing by the 

pressure



Energy 

Flow energy+wall kinetic and potential energy:

Energy exchange:



Flow response to random inital conditions 



Wall wavesSinuous:

Varicose:

Pulsation of 
the free wall:

Decrease 
wavelength



Fluid effect: added mass 

Spectra Pulsation: 
free wall, computed eigenmodes, 

added mass model, inviscid



Optimization of the initial 
conditions 

1) Projection on eigenmodes:

2) Optimality:



"=0, stable



Optimization results 

Growth enveloppe

Energy evolution of the initial
condition optimal for t=400

Energy evolution of the initial
condition optimal for t=500

There are clearly two 
mechanisms, with 

different growth and 
different time scales



Optimization results 

Growth enveloppe

Time

Optimal at t=400 Optimal at t=500

Time of largest energy

Two mechanisms: 
sinuous and varicose



Optimization results 

Maximum growth, varying 
spanwise wavelength, compare 

to rigid growth

: Varying stiffness

Enveloppes in time, varying 
stiffness

: Varying stiffness



Candidate mechanisms

Channel moving up&down Up&down sinuous Up&down varicose

Energy evolution (perturbation to Poiseuille):

Oscillatory energy:



Model/computations

Rigid growth

Rigid growth

Varicose u&d:

: Varying stiffness

: Varying stiffness
: Varying stiffness

: Varying stiffness

Model Sinuous u&d:



"#0, instabilities



: Varying stiffness : Varying stiffness

TS  instability TS  instability

Neutral curves

Exponential growth=100 at t=100

Sinuous Varicose

Modal instability,    Re/"



Modal instability, "/$
With Re=15000



Growth + Modal instability

Optimal

Modal growth: exponential

Rigid channel

Even when the flow is unstable,
mechanism is active to initially 
propel the modal instability. 



Energy evolution:

From the random initial conditions

Fields at time of 
maximum energy



Extra slides




